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Abstract—The demand on online courses to achieve higher education skills and knowledge has been rising during the last years. More and more people study academic subjects in parallel of having part-time or even full-time jobs. One of the most important challenges of e-learning solutions is to reproduce the features of a higher education institution’s campus as completely as possible to students who attend online courses. While there is a large market of e-learning tools, the majority of them come with a lecturer-oriented and material-based view only. When using single tools, a lot of aspects are not covered, for example the interaction between learners is often not paid enough attention to. In literature it has been shown that the social interaction of students on a classical university or college campus has a very positive effect on learning. To enable social interaction for online students, typically a conglomerate of software tools has to be provided: Classical e-learning tools to distribute content, tools for video conferencing and tools for social networking. While offering just a selection of tools in parallel might be able to cover the requirements formally, it often introduces unnecessary complexity. Several login procedures, different user interfaces and time-consuming ways of organizing data storage can render tools very unattractive. Especially when your typical addresses are roaming students who spend time for learning in alternating environments, there is a high demand for cloud-based virtual desktop solutions, which provide a fast and simple way to start learning or interacting with fellow students, wherever a student stays at the moment. In this work-in-progress paper we present our idea of a cloud-based virtual desktop environment approach while focusing especially on engineering courses and their requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Students in higher education achieve the skills linked to their aspired degree by attending lectures and additional courses like exercises, seminars and projects. Traditionally this takes place in on-campus programs where the students have to attend the courses physically. Nowadays, more and more people explore academics in alternative forms, an example is pursuing a college or university degree while working in a full-time job in parallel. Of course, these alternative forms of studying make great requirements to the institutions of higher education. E-Learning can be understood as a term for the concept of being able to teach and exercise the same things which are typically done in attendance courses by using electronic communication devices and the Internet. For this reason, an online degree program should be at least as powerful or capable as a regular on-campus course of studies. To achieve that, it is necessary to identify the involved communication mechanisms and to find possibilities to provide the functionality online. It further makes sense to consider the student’s situation and time schedule of life, work and studying to make appropriate and useful offers.

In this work-in-progress paper we will describe and show our concept for a cloud-based virtual desktop environment for students in higher educations, especially in master’s courses. As our institution also offers an online degree program in engineering, we give special attention to the requirements of these courses.

The paper is structured as follows: In the second section we identify the features of a classical campus university. This is necessary to derive the requirements to online degree programs. In the third section we give a short overview about the state-of-the-art e-learning tools. It is followed by a short presentation of the related work. The fifth section is used to present our approach. The paper closes with a summary and conclusion.

II. FUNCTION OF A CAMPUS

In online programs, the university campus as a central place of a course does not exist. In a typical campus environment, the temporal grid of the semester disposition, lectures, exercises, exams, etc. are present. In a very first approach, it seems logical to provide these mechanisms to online learning students, which is according to Romiszowski necessary to prevent e-learning concepts from failing [1]:

- Accessibility of teaching contents. In the most simple form this means to offer lecture presentations, lecture notes, work sheets containing exercises, references to advanced literature and so on in an online way.
• Interaction with lecturers and tutors. All forms of feedback from the students like contacting the lecturer or tutor in case of questions, submitting exercises for corrections or grading, giving presentations or discussing about a seminar topic must be handled online. A special challenge with no standard solutions are courses which involve working in laboratories which is quite common in natural and engineering sciences.

• Process Organization. Organizational issues must not be neglected: Students are assigned to studying groups and to courses, exams are coordinated between different modules and so on. This has also to be done online.

However, this represents only the organizational and content-based point of view of the education institutes and overlooks the needs of students. Missing are the social aspects or mechanisms that students use frequently but that are not cast in rules or plans and are therefore difficult to grasp, for example:

• Social interaction with peers. A very important aspect of a classical campus is the social interaction of the students with each other. The concept of social networks can be used to overcome the lack of physical interaction in online degree courses, but the technological platform must be adapted to support the students’ needs. Also privacy aspects have to be considered. These aspects have been studied by Johnson and Johnson very exhaustively for many years, see for example [2], [3], [4]. Based on the findings of their studies it is evident that the social interaction of studies has a remarkable impact on learning.

• Shared workspace for collaborative work. More and more work in higher educations must be done by students working in groups. This is desired by the instructors as it helps to develop skills in team-work, scientific discussion and representing hypotheses. Students who cannot meet each other personally need electronic platforms for collaborative work. Sharing documents, doing video conferences or showing notes on a virtual scratchpad are only some of the aspects which have to be implemented online.

• Personal workplace. In on-campus educations students typically have two main physical places where they work: At the university and at home where they have fixed work places (e.g. the students’ computer lab and the workplace at home). Students who attend online courses do this for various reasons as given in the introduction. Especially people who have a part-time or full-time job in parallel might study in very different places: At home, while commuting from home to work or vice versa or even in some free time slots at work. In an online degree course it is therefore required to support the students with a virtual desktop environment. Ideally, whenever they open their communication device (personal computer, notebook, tablet computer or smart phone) they have to be able to find all of their relevant materials at one place. Good e-learning concepts include a content-management solution which is simple to use and is laid out in the point of view of the students.

We derived requirements to online degree programs from the properties of a traditional campus. In the next section, we discuss in how far e-learning tools available at the market can be used to fulfill the requirements.

III. STATE OF THE ART E-LEARNING TOOLS

The market of software solutions for e-learning is remarkably large. In [5] Hart maintains a list of the 100 most popular software tools for learning. Two aspects can be observed:

Firstly, most of the tools have very specific focuses, which means that they cover only specific tasks. For example, the content- and instructor-based tools support the distribution of materials, while they don’t support the social interaction. For this reason, e-learning solutions at higher education institutions are regularly based on combinations of tools.

Secondly, these combinations often hardly work together. They all come with individual user interfaces, account databases, with individual storages areas and even with different requirements on the students’ and lecturers’ devices. This does not fit the approach of the central location that a college or university classically offers by its campus. Standard e-learning tools can even make standard procedures quite time-consuming: When materials offered via a content distribution tool have to be transferred manually to the tool which allows collaborative work, a lot of time will be spent to manage the version history of a document. This unwanted situation is depicted in Fig. 1: While the offered tools satisfy the students’ and lecturers’ needs, they involve a lot of organizational and usability problems. This leads to technically highly fragmented solutions whose initial commissioning indeed gets the job done, but the people who use that bunch of tools have to deal with an increasing complexity. This isn’t only a problem for users themselves, but also for course providers.
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Figure 1. While a plain combination of different e-learning tools offers functionality, the expense for managing all contents and data can easily get too high. The concept of virtual working environments for students are usually neglected.

To overcome this problem, we propose a cloud-based e-learning solution.

IV. RELATED WORK

The lack of holistic e-learning solutions has been often addressed in literature, e.g. by Romiszowski [1] in the year 2004. The needs are further discussed by Watanabe [6]. The possibilities offered by Web 2.0 technologies are presented by Downes [7], [8]. In 2011 Liesbach et al. discussed virtual work-spaces for collaborative e-learning [9]. This is one of the main aspects of our work. [6]

The concept of cloud-based e-learning tools per se is not new. In the last few years also other research groups
came up with these ideas: Selviandro and Hasibuan propose similar ideas [10]. Additionally, we described a concept to map the interaction of services in the cloud. Oludipe et al. give detailed conceptual ideas about service management and the capabilities of Web 2.0 [11]. This paper is quite interesting because the authors provide courses for natural sciences which are quite similar to engineering courses with respect to their requirements.

V. CLOUD-BASED VIRTUAL DESKTOP ENVIRONMENT

During the last years, cloud computing has been gaining a lot of popularity in information technology. It is a concept where people or corporations source out their compute and data storage jobs to third-party providers. While corporations mostly have the cost-saving aspect in their main focus, people find cloud applications attractive for other reasons: Using cloud services allows people to access their data from wherever they want and with whatever device they have. We show how the concept of cloud computing can be used for e-learning.

To move e-learning to a cloud-based approach, it is at first necessary to identify the actual tasks of the e-learning tools: The base application of those tools used in e-learning environments is to share or make available text, pictures, audio or video. Purposes can be organizational (calendar, management, ...), informational (scripts, instructive media, literature, ...) and interactive (group work, tutorials, chat, ...). So the main reasons to use those tools are basically to exchange information, make information available and to promote the interaction between participants (text, pictures, audio, video).

The main concept behind a cloud-based approach is to avoid the fragmentation of data and to hide the complexity of the overall system from the user. If not avoided, users have to take the hurdle of the difficult operation of the system even before they access the actual content. Inside the cloud, there are still different tools, but those can be highly inter-related within the cloud. This is shown in Fig. 2. Basically, the user gets one solution that fits all of his needs. Nowadays, it is possible to provide this platform to the user’s usual devices: smart phones, tablets computers, notebooks and personal computers.

A. Cloud-Based Tools

The following e-learning tools are incorporated into our cloud solution:

- **OwnCloud** [12] is the central application and provides each student or lecturer access to his or her data storage. This storage is used for all services which are described below. Therefore, the student or lecturer has a single point of access to the data stored in the cloud space. This data can be also easily synchronized with one or more local computer systems. OwnCloud’s CalDAV-based calendar services are directly used for managing appointments, for example for exams. For each course, a calendar is created which can be also synchronized easily with students’ and teachers’ mobile devices as it is in a very widespread data format.
- **Moodle** [13] is used as our main tool to distribute content. Lecture notes, teaching videos and exercises are distributed via Moodle. Moodle is also used to collect submissions of exercises. Short questions regarding the online content can be answered in Moodle via prompts or multiple-choice questions. This helps the student to self-evaluate their learn progress.
- **phpBB** [14] is used for discussion boards. While tools like Moodle come with integrated discussion boards, they often lack comfort, i.e. the possibility to cite or to have a proper threading. Specialized discussion board software like phpBB is easier to use. The main reason for setting up a dedicated bulletin board software was the following one: Discussion boards in e-learning tools like Moodle are designed with a strong course-oriented view. Our observation has shown that there is a clear demand of students to discuss not only related to a specific instance of a course, but also more globally.
- **Big Blue Button** [15] is an open-source tool for browser-based video and audio conferencing. Especially in engineering courses, it is necessary to provide online office hours where students have the possibility to ask the tutor or the lecturer to demonstrate selected, typically mathematics-related exercises. Therefore, we linked Big Blue Button to an interactive electronic whiteboard which can be included into the video conference. Due to the cloud approach, the web conferences between students and teachers can be recorded and are typically be published automatically as course materials. Big Blue Button also satisfies a second requirement: It is a platform for students to meet in conference rooms with each other. This is, for example, used for discussing exercises and preparing seminar papers together.
- **Remote Tool Service** is a tool which is based on the open source software Guacamole [16]. It allows our students to connect to virtual Linux or Windows desktops using the web browser on their devices and is depicted in Fig. 3. As the solution is fully HTML 5-based, this works with all modern communication devices. The reason for offering this service is that in engineering courses, it is quite common to work with course-specific software tools. This can be numerical solvers, advanced computer algebra systems, modeling and simulation frameworks and so on. As it is typically quite time-consuming to install and configure these large tools on students’ individual platforms, offering the students only a download of a campus-wide licensed version of such tools does not encourage them to actually download, install and configure them. The remote tool service gives students the ability to have their fully-equipped lab computer only a few clicks away. Running sessions can be handed over from one device to another without having to exit the remotely running programs. All data which are stored by a tool executed in the remote tool service will be part of the logged-in student’s personal cloud storage and can be easily accessed from everywhere via OwnCloud as mentioned above.

B. Technical Realization

One of the most important technical parts of the cloud solution is a common account and authentication source. For all cloud-based applications a common user database is needed. In our case this is accomplished by using an OpenLDAP [17] directory. However, this is by far not enough. OpenLDAP itself does not come with a user-friendly possibility for password self-service. Especially when working with large user bases it
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The work presented in this paper is currently still under development. As the next step we plan a round-up of the graphical user interfaces used in the tools. We also look forward to doing a survey with our online students to find out more about the acceptance and the actual usage of the tools. We especially need to know about services that our students still miss, but we are also interested in knowing if there are functions which do have lower priorities than expected.
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